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ABSTRACT
Recently proposed voice query interfaces translate voice input into
SQL queries. Unreliable speech recognition on top of the intrinsic
challenges of text-to-SQL translation makes it hard to reliably interpret user input. We present MUVE (Multiplots for Voice quEries),
a system for robust voice querying. MUVE reduces the impact of
ambiguous voice queries by filling the screen with multiplots, capturing results of phonetically similar queries. It maps voice input to
a probability distribution over query candidates, executes a selected
subset of queries, and visualizes their results in a multiplot.
Our goal is to maximize probability to show the correct query
result. Also, we want to optimize the visualization (e.g., by coloring a subset of likely results) in order to minimize expected time
until users find the correct result. Via a user study, we validate a
simple cost model estimating the latter overhead. The resulting
optimization problem is NP-hard. We propose an exhaustive algorithm, based on integer programming, as well as a greedy heuristic.
As shown in a corresponding user study, MUVE enables users to
identify accurate results faster, compared to prior work.
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INTRODUCTION

Voice interfaces are popular, as evidenced by the rise of devices
and services such as Google Home, Amazon Alexa, or Apple’s Siri.
They provide a particularly natural way to interact with computers
and enable hands-free interaction. This has recently motivated
systems that enable relational databases for voice access, including
for instance EchoQuery [19], CiceroDB [34], SpeakQL [31, 32], and
approaches for voice-based OLAP [6, 36], among others.
Voice query interfaces (VQIs) typically built on prior work on
natural language querying [10, 13, 17, 18, 25, 28, 29, 45]. Here, the
goal is to translate natural language text into corresponding SQL
queries. Despite significant recent advances, text-to-SQL translation
is a hard problem. The intricacies of natural language as well as
similarly named database elements lead to ambiguities in query
This work is licensed under the Creative Commons BY-NC-ND 4.0 International
License. Visit https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/ to view a copy of
this license. For any use beyond those covered by this license, obtain permission by
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interpretation. This ambiguity translates to VQIs which built on
the latter. On top of that, VQIs rely on speech recognition which is
notoriously difficult. As established in prior studies [2], this makes
query interpretation for VQIs very hard.
Example 1. At the time of writing, issuing the query “OK Google,
what’s the population in New York?” via voice input on the Web
site www.google.com yields the population count for New York
City. However, ambiguity between New York City and New York
state is not addressed. The approach presented in this paper might
show results for both query interpretations (city and state). This
avoids the need for repeated queries or additional input if the most
likely query interpretation is incorrect.
Prior work on natural language and VQIs typically requests user
feedback to resolve ambiguities. For instance, users may provide
feedback on candidate queries [17] or select query fragments [2,
7]. Alternatively, users may get asked specific clarification questions [19] (e.g., in case of columns with similar names). All of those
methods have in common that users need to provide additional
input, costing them time. We explore a complementary approach to
resolve ambiguity in voice querying. Instead of resolving ambiguities with the help of the user, we try to display results for all of the
most likely query interpretations. In doing so, we hope to reduce
disambiguation time for users. Our approach is implemented in the
MUVE system (Multiplots for Voice quEries).
MUVE relies on existing components for speech recognition and
to translate input text into a probability distribution over queries.
The primary research challenge we address in MUVE is the automated design of result multiplots. We formalize the generation of
the result output as an optimization problem. Our search space is
constrained by the screen resolution and minimal requirements on
font sizes and plot space. This means that we can only fit a limited
number of plots and data points onto the output screen. The goal of
optimization is to maximize the probability that the correct result
is shown on the output screen. In addition, the user time for finding
the correct query result in the visualization should be minimized.
Accurately estimating time until users find specific results is, of
course, challenging. We conduct a user study with crowd workers
to obtain a corresponding cost model. In our study, we analyze the
impact of visualization features such as color and positioning on
user response time. Based on our results, we formulate the visualization optimization problem. The search space is the space of
multiplots, distinguished by results shown as well as other properties (e.g., color) of the visualization. The objective function is based
on our user model and estimates expected time overheads.
The optimization problem becomes challenging due to constraints
between plots and queries. Each plot presents results for a subset

of query candidates. Each query result is represented as one bar
in such a plot (we consider aggregation queries that result in a
single numerical result). The y axis of a plot measures the result
quantity. The x axis varies a query property. For instance, we may
vary the aggregation function on the x axis. Alternatively, we may
vary the constant used in one specific query predicate. Besides the
query property varied on the x axis, each plot contains results for
a fixed query template. In doing so, we avoid having to associate
each data point with a complete SQL query (which would require
disproportional amounts of space). It motivates however a judicious
choice of plots to display. For instance, it may not always be best
to display the single, most likely query result. Instead, it may be
better to choose a plot that can contain results for a large number
of likely queries, whose accumulated probability is dominant.
Multiplot selection problem is NP-hard (as we show in our analysis). Hence, we cannot obtain guaranteed optimal solutions efficiently (unless 𝑃 = 𝑁 𝑃). MUVE features two solvers for this
problem. The first one translates a multiplot selection problem instance into an integer linear program. It uses corresponding solver
software to obtain an optimal solution (which is then translated
into a visualization). In addition, MUVE features a greedy heuristic.
This algorithm does not guarantee an optimal solution. However,
it typically generates near-optimal solutions fast.
MUVE processes several alternative query interpretations. For
large data sets, this can lead to significant overheads. We describe
multiple strategies to mitigate such overheads, either by sharing
work between similar queries or by presenting results incrementally. In our experiments, we evaluate different multiplot selection
algorithms as well as different approaches to reduce processing
overheads. We also perform user studies in which we evaluate user
satisfaction and compare MUVE to a baseline.
Our original, scientific contributions are the following.
• We propose the MUVE system, aimed at enabling robust
voice querying despite ambiguities due to noisy speech recognition and text-to-SQL translation.
• We introduce the problem of multiplot selection. The goal is
to cover alternative query interpretations, each associated
with a likelihood, by an optimal result visualization.
• We present and formally analyze two algorithms to solve
the multiplot selection problem.
• We present multiple approaches to reduce the impact of
overheads when processing multiple query interpretations.
• We compare the performance of our algorithms experimentally and perform user studies, validating our user model
and comparing MUVE against a baseline.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. We formally introduce our problem model, and associated terminology,
in Section 2. Next, we give an overview of the MUVE system in
Section 3. We discuss user studies by which we established a user
model, as well as the resulting model, in Section 4. The optimization
problem, solved by MUVE, is based upon that model. In Section 5,
we describe how to map multiplot selection to integer programming. In Section 6, we describe a corresponding greedy algorithm.
Then, in Section 7, we analyze our algorithms and properties of
our optimization problem. We discuss strategies to mitigate query
processing overheads, caused by processing multiple queries, in
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Section 8. Finally, we report experimental results, comparing our
two solvers and comparing MUVE to baselines, in Section 9.

2

FORMAL MODEL

We introduce our problem model and related terminology.
Definition 1. A Candidate Query is a query into which the
voice input can possibly translate. It is associated with a probability,
indicating the confidence of the system that this query represents
the user’s intent accurately. In the context of this work, we focus on
queries (e.g., aggregates) that produce one single, numerical output.
The goal of MUVE is to cover alternative query interpretations
by a single visualization. This visualization is a multiplot which we
define more formally in the following.
Definition 2. A Query Group Plot (or simply Plot in the following) visualizes results for a group of similar queries. Those queries
are similar in the sense that they instantiate a common query template
with placeholders. In the visualization, the plot title references the
template while labels on the x-axis reference concrete values for the
placeholders. E.g., placeholders may substitute constants in predicates
but also operators or aggregation functions. We consider bar plots for
which a subset of bars may be highlighted with a markup color (red).
Definition 3. A Multiplot consists of plots, structured into one
or multiple rows. Each row contains one or multiple plots (according
to the previous definition).
Primarily, we are concerned with finding optimal multiplots.
Optimality is defined with regards to the following metric.
Definition 4. User Disambiguation Time is the time it takes
users to find the result for the correct interpretation of their voice
query. For a fixed input, disambiguation time is a function of the
selected multiplot. We present a model for disambiguation time, based
on user studies, in Section 4.
Now, we present the problem that this paper focuses on.
Definition 5. Given a set of candidate queries (with their probabilities), a maximal number of rows and the screen width, the goal of
Multiplot Selection is to find a multiplot containing results for some
of the candidate queries, respecting the dimension constraints (i.e., the
number of rows and screen width), while minimizing disambiguation
time according to a given model.

3

SYSTEM OVERVIEW

Figure 1 shows an overview of the MUVE system. MUVE enables
voice-based access to a relational database. It answers voice queries
with a multiplot, capturing results for the most likely query translations. The system will be demonstrated at the upcoming SIGMOD’21 conference [40]. Next, we discuss components of MUVE
(some of which are shown in Figure 1) in more detail.
Voice Query (Input). MUVE supports voice queries on a relational database. Currently, MUVE supports SQL aggregation queries
with predicates on a single table that produce a single, numerical
result. The result of each such query can be represented as one data
point in a corresponding plot. Users formulate their queries in natural language. This means that user input needs to be translated into
corresponding SQL queries (a process that leads to ambiguities).

Figure 1: Overview of the MUVE system: voice queries are
mapped to a probability distribution over queries, the visualization planner (our research focus) determines an optimal
multiplot covering results for the most likely queries

Multiplot (Output). MUVE answers voice queries by showing
a multiplot. A multiplot consists of several bar plots, each of them
showing results for different query candidates. We arrange plots in
multiple rows. Each plot is associated with a query template that
is shown as plot title. The template contains one placeholder (e.g.,
the value of a constant in a query predicate). Values on the plot x
axis are associated with different substitutes for the placeholder
(e.g., different values for the predicate constant). Plot data points
correspond to results of query candidates, covering different interpretations of the user input. Figure 2 shows an example output of
our current prototype.
Speech Recognition. MUVE is targeted at voice queries. In a
first step, user voice input needs to be transcribed to text. For that,
MUVE uses the browser-based Web Speech API1 .
Text to Multi-SQL. Users describe their queries in natural language. Hence, we need to translate text into corresponding SQL
queries. Typically (“text to SQL”), the goal is to translate input into
one single query (whose result is displayed). MUVE’s output covers
multiple alternative query interpretations. Therefore, we translate
input into a probability distribution over candidate queries instead
(“text to multi-SQL”).
We generate candidate queries in multiple steps. First, MUVE
uses sequence-to-sequence translation to map text input to a most
likely query. More precisely, we use the recently proposed SQLova
approach [13]. Next, we take into account uncertainties due to
noisy speech recognition and uncertain text to query translation.
We generate query variations by replacing query fragments by phonetically similar alternatives. Specifically, we iterate over all schema
element names and constants that appear in the query. We use a
functionality offered by Apache Lucene2 to find the 𝑘 most phonetically similar entries for each query element (typically, we set 𝑘 to
20). Candidate queries are derived from the original query (raw output of text to query translation) by replacing elements with those
alternatives. Finally, we assign probabilities to the different query
candidates. The probability of a single replacement is based on a
distance function that measures phonetic similarity between text
fragments. More precisely, we map query and database elements

Figure 2: MUVE allows users to speak (or type) natural language queries (a). The resulting multiplot contains results
for similar queries whose common elements are outlined
in the headline (b), while covering specific templates in specific plots (c, d). Results of likely query interpretations are
marked up in red (e).

to a phonetic representation using the Double Metaphone algorithm [24]. Then, we use the Jaro-Winkler [8] distance to calculate
similarity. The probability of multiple replacements corresponds
to the product of probabilities for single replacements. Note that
our algorithms for visualization planning, discussed next, could be
used with more sophisticated candidate generation algorithms.
Visualization Planner. Our research focus is on the visualization planner. The goal of visualization planning is to generate
a multiplot that optimally covers the set of candidate queries. A
candidate query is covered, if one of the result plots contains that
query’s result. More formally, the visualization planner obtains a
set 𝑄 of candidate queries with probabilities 𝑟 (𝑞) for 𝑞 ∈ 𝑄 as input.
The result of a query 𝑞 can be shown in one or several plots 𝑃 (𝑞),
covering templates with placeholders that match query 𝑞. Each plot
𝑝 is associated with minimal plot dimensions 𝑚(𝑝), determined
for instance by the plot title. Adding more data points to a plot
increases the (horizontal) width proportionally. Furthermore, the
visualization planner obtains the screen resolution, together with
the desired number of plot rows, as input. The goal of optimization
is to select a visualization that minimizes expected overheads for
the user (we present a corresponding cost model, based on user
studies, in Section 4). Optionally, query processing overheads can
be considered during optimization as well (see Section 8).
Query Executions. After selecting queries for visualization,
those queries are executed to obtain their results. MUVE does not execute different candidates independently but merges similar queries
together, e.g. via group by clauses, to reduce overheads.

4

USER BEHAVIOR MODEL

We conducted a user study to find out how visualization features influence time for finding desired results. We report the study results
and propose a simple user model, consistent with those results.

1 https://wicg.github.io/speech-api/
2 https://lucene.apache.org/
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Figure 3: Average user perception time as a function of different multiplot visualization features.
Table 1: Results of Pearson correlation analysis.
Feature

Bar Pos.

Plot Pos.

Nr. Red Bars

Nr. Plots

𝑅2

0.050

0.079

0.24

0.39

𝑝

0.72

0.6

0.00050

0.000052

4.1

Figure 3 shows average disambiguation time as a function of
multiple visualization features. From left to right, we report time
as a function of the correct bar position (within a single plot with
12 bars), time as a function of the correct plot position (within a
multiplot containing 6 plots with two bars in two rows), time as a
function of the number of red bars (one of the red bars represents
the correct results), and time as a function of the number of plots
in the multiplot. Table 1 shows the result of an associated Pearson
correlation analysis.
Based on p values, assuming the common cutoff of 𝑝 = 0.05, only
the number of plots and the number of red bars have a statistically
significant relationship with user disambiguation time. This means
that Hypothesis 3 and Hypothesis 4 are validated while we cannot
find enough evidence to support Hypotheses 1 and 2. Hence, we
base our model on the former but not on the latter.

4.2

User Study Results

In our study, we verify the following hypotheses. Note that we are
interested specifically in linear relationships to keep the complexity
of the model (and of the user study) reasonable.
Hypothesis 1. Disambiguation time grows linearly in the target
bar position within a plot (counting positions from left to right).
Hypothesis 2. Disambiguation time grows linearly in the target
plot position within a multiplot (counting positions from left to right
and from top to bottom).
Hypothesis 3. If highlighting specific results via color, including
the correct result, disambiguation time grows linearly in the number
of highlighted results.
Hypothesis 4. Disambiguation time grows linearly in the number
of plots shown in the multiplot.
We conducted a user study on the Amazon Mechanical Turk
(AMT) crowd-sourcing platform. Each Human Intelligence Task
(HIT) links to an online version of the MUVE interface. Each link
leads directly to a multiplot (without asking users to submit queries
first). Crowd workers were asked to read a query description, stating the aggregate as well as a list of column-value pairs (representing equality conditions), and to identify the associated result
in the multiplot as quickly as possible. We generated queries by
randomly selecting aggregates and columns and values for two
equality predicates (with uniform distribution). We simulated ambiguity by including results of the 11 most phonetically similar
queries, according to the metric described in Section 3, for a total of 12 results shown to users. We measure user disambiguation
time as follows. The timer starts once the visualization loads in the
Web browser. The timer stops once crowd workers click on the bar
representing, in their opinion, the result of the target query.
We submitted 520 HITs in total (26 types of tasks, each of which
was available to 20 crowd workers), varying the bar position within
a plot, the plot position within a multiplot, and the number of bars
colored. We paid 10 cents per HIT. We received submissions for 262
out of 520 tasks within the allocated time of six hours.
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Derived Time Model

We present a simple model for user disambiguation time, based on
the results from the previous subsection. Our model considers three
factors. First, we consider which results are visualized. Second, we
consider the number of plots in which they are visualized. Third,
we consider which of the bars are highlighted with a markup color
(red). Note that we do not consider position of bars and plots (i.e.,
we model the visualization as a set of plots and each plot as a set of
bars). This is consistent with our user study results.
Primarily, our model distinguishes three cases. First, the correct
result may be present and colored in red. Second, the correct result
may be present but not colored in red. Third, the correct result may
not be present in the current visualization. Next, we outline how to
estimate cost in each of the three cases.
We introduce the following notation. By 𝑝 and 𝑝𝑅 with 𝑝𝑅 ≤ 𝑝,
we denote the number of plots containing at least one red bar. By
𝑏 and 𝑏𝑅 with 𝑏𝑅 ≤ 𝑏, we denote the total number of bars and the
number of red bars. We assume that users read plots and bars in
random order (we assume that each permutation is equally likely).
Also, we assume that users first focus on red bars (which requires
reading and understanding their context, i.e. the semantics of the
containing plots, as well). If the correct result is not found after
studying red bars, users turn to the non-highlighted bars. We denote
by 𝑐 𝑃 the cost of understanding a plot and by 𝑐 𝐵 the cost of reading
a bar (based on our results, it is 𝑐 𝑃 > 𝑐 𝐵 ). We infer the values for
those constants from our user study results.
If the correct result is highlighted in red, the expected disambiguation time is time required for reading red bars and associated
plots, until the right bar is found. As all permutations are equally
likely, we expect to read half of the bars and of associated plots.
Hence, if the correct result is marked up in red, we expect a disambiguation cost of 𝐷𝑅 = 𝑏𝑅 ·𝑐 𝐵 /2+𝑝𝑅 ·𝑐 𝑃 /2. Otherwise, if the correct
result is visualized but not colored up in red, we expect users to
first read all red bars, then read half of the remaining bars in expectation (together with the associated plots). Hence, the associated
cost is 𝐷𝑉 = 2 · 𝐷𝑅 + (𝑏 − 𝑏𝑅 ) · 𝑐 𝐵 /2 + (𝑝 − 𝑝𝑅 ) · 𝑐 𝑃 /2. Finally, we
consider the case that the correct result is not at all present in the
visualization. In that case, the user first studies red and remaining
bars, then concludes that the desired result is missing. In that case,
the user must ask a new query, causing significant overheads. We

generally model the cost of a missing result by a large constant,
𝐷 𝑀 . Given probabilities 𝑟 𝑅 , 𝑟𝑉 , and 𝑟 𝑀 with 𝑟 𝑅 + 𝑟𝑉 + 𝑟 𝑀 = 1, representing probability of a highlighted, visualized, or missing result,
the expected cost is given as 𝑟 𝑅 · 𝐷𝑅 + 𝑟𝑉 · 𝐷𝑉 + 𝑟 𝑀 · 𝐷 𝑀 .

5

INTEGER PROGRAMMING SOLVER

In the following, we show how to transform multiplot selection
into integer linear programming. After that transformation, we can
apply existing solvers to find an optimal solution.

5.1

Decision Variables

Our cost model does not consider the position of a bar within a plot.
Also, it does not consider the position of a plot within a multiplot.
Hence, it is sufficient to introduce decision variables, modeling
which bars and plots are visualized (but no the precise position).
While position does not matter for the cost model, we still need to
make sure that plots fit on the screen with a given resolution. For
that purpose, we keep track of the row (within the multiplot) in
which each plot is placed.
We are given a set of candidate plots. Each plot is characterized
by a query template and can display a subset of query results.
𝑗
We introduce binary variables of the form 𝑝𝑖 , indicating whether
𝑗
the 𝑖-th plot is shown in multiplot row number 𝑗 (if so, 𝑝𝑖 = 1,
𝑗
otherwise 𝑝𝑖 = 0). For each plot, we can choose which query results
𝑘 to
to show within it. We introduce binary variables of the form 𝑞𝑖,𝑗
indicate whether the result of query candidate 𝑖 is shown in plot 𝑗
in row 𝑘. We introduce those variables only for pairs of queries and
plots that are “compatible” (i.e., the query instantiates the query
template associated with the plot). Furthermore, we have the choice
to highlight specific results. We introduce binary variables of the
form ℎ𝑘𝑖,𝑗 to indicate whether query 𝑖 in plot 𝑗, shown in row 𝑘, is
marked up in red.

5.2

Constraints

First, we can only assign query results to plots that are on display.
𝑘 ≤ 𝑝 𝑗 to capture this fact.
We introduce constraints of the form 𝑞𝑖,𝑗
𝑖
Also, we can only highlight query results that are on display. This
𝑘 . It is not useful to
is expressed via constraints of the form ℎ𝑘𝑖,𝑗 ≤ 𝑞𝑖,𝑗
display the same result multiple times in a multiplot. We introduce
Í
𝑘 ≤ 1 to capture this fact.
constraints of the form 𝑗,𝑘 𝑞𝑖,𝑗
We use plots of equal height and limit the number of rows, in
accordance with the vertical screen resolution. Hence, no additional constraints are required to avoid exceeding the screen height.
However, we must avoid exceeding the horizontal dimensions.
We introduce constraints for each row to limit the width. We
represent the width of the 𝑖-th plot (without any bars) by constants
𝑊𝑖 . We assume that each bar has the same width and assume, without restriction of generality, that this width is one (we can scale 𝑊𝑖
accordingly). For each row 𝑟 , we introduce constraints of the form
Í 𝑟
Í
𝑟
𝑖 (𝑝𝑖 · 𝑊𝑖 ) + 𝑖,𝑘 𝑞𝑖,𝑘 ≤ 𝑊 where 𝑊 is the screen width.

5.3

Objective Function

Our objective function is based on the user model, established in
the last section. We assume that exactly one of the query candidates
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correspond to the correct interpretations. We can express expected
Í
cost, 𝐸, as a sum 𝐸 = 𝑖 𝑟𝑖 ·𝐸𝑖 . Here, 𝑟𝑖 is the probability that the 𝑖-th
query candidate is the correct interpretation and 𝐸𝑖 is expected cost
under that assumption. Note that 𝑟𝑖 is a constant while 𝐸𝑖 depends
on the visualization. Next, we express 𝐸𝑖 as a linear function.
There are three possible cases with regards to query 𝑖. First, it
may not be shown in the visualization. Second, it may be on display
but not highlighted. Third, it may be highlighted. We show how to
calculate cost 𝐸𝑖 for each of those mutually exclusive cases.
First, we consider the case that query 𝑖 is not on display. In
that case, the expected cost equals a constant 𝐷 𝑀 . We introduce
auxiliary variable 𝑞𝑖 , representing whether query 𝑖 is on display
in at least one row. Note the reduced set of indices, compared to
𝑗
our decision variable 𝑞𝑖 (which distinguishes by row). We add the
term (1 − 𝑞𝑖 ) · 𝐷 𝑀 to the expected cost 𝐸𝑖 . Clearly, setting 𝑞𝑖 = 1
is preferable to minimize the cost function. We must ensure that
𝑞𝑖 can only be set to one if that is consistent with the assignments
Í 𝑗
𝑗
for variables 𝑞𝑖 . We introduce constraints of the form 𝑞𝑖 ≤ 𝑗 𝑞𝑖
to express that fact.
Second, we consider the case that the result of query 𝑖 is on
display and highlighted. In that case, we assume that users read,
in expectation, half of the other highlighted bars and half of the
associated plots before discovering query 𝑖. First, we introduce
auxiliary variables, capturing whether specific plots in specific rows
contain at least one highlighted bar. We introduce binary variables
𝑗
𝑠𝑖 , indicating whether plot 𝑖 in row 𝑗 has at least some highlighted
𝑗
𝑗
bars. For consistency, we add constraints of the form 𝑠𝑖 ≤ 𝑝𝑖
(capturing that plots must be on display to become eligible). We add
Í
constraints of the form 𝑠𝑖𝑟 ≤ 𝑖 ℎ𝑟𝑗,𝑖 to ensure that plots without
highlighted bars cannot qualify. Also, we add constraints of the form
Í
𝑠𝑖𝑟 ≥ 𝑖 ℎ𝑟𝑗,𝑖 /𝑛𝑖 where 𝑛𝑖 represents the number of query results
that can be displayed within plot number 𝑖. The latter constraint
forces variable 𝑠𝑖𝑟 to one if at least one result is highlighted.
Each query is shown (and highlighted) at most once on the screen.
Í
We introduce binary variable ℎ𝑖 = 𝑗,𝑘 ℎ𝑘𝑖,𝑗 to indicate whether
query 𝑖 is highlighted. If query 𝑖 is correct and highlighted, the
probability that users read any other highlighted query 𝑗 first is 50%.
Í
We add terms of the form 𝑗 ℎ𝑖 ·ℎ 𝑗 ·𝑐 𝐵 /2 to 𝐸𝑖 . Note that we multiply
two variables which is typically inadmissible for linear objectives.
However, we multiply two binary decision variables. Such products
can be easily linearized by introducing an auxiliary variable (e.g.,
introduce variable 𝑦 for the product of binary variables 𝑥 1 · 𝑥 2 and
enforce 𝑦 ≤ 𝑥 1 , 𝑦 ≤ 𝑥 2 , and 𝑦 ≥ 𝑥 1 + 𝑥 2 − 1). We use the product
notation, exclusively between binary variables and constants, in
the following, without explicitly introducing auxiliary variables.
Also, the probability that users study another plot, containing some
Í
highlighted bars first, is 50%. We add the term 𝑗,𝑘 ℎ𝑖 · 𝑠 𝑘𝑗 · 𝑐 𝑃 /2 to
𝐸𝑖 to express that fact (here, 𝑐 𝑃 is the cost for reading one plot).
Finally, we consider the case that query 𝑖 is on display but not
highlighted. In this case, we assume that users read all red bars
first, together with the associated plots. We introduce variable
𝑑𝑖 = 𝑞𝑖 · (1 − ℎ𝑖 ), indicating whether query 𝑖 is displayed but not
Í
Í
highlighted. Now, we add the terms 𝑗 𝑑𝑖 ·ℎ 𝑗 ·𝑐 𝐵 and 𝑗,𝑘 𝑑𝑖 ·𝑠 𝑘𝑗 ·𝑐 𝑃
to 𝐸𝑖 (representing the cost of reading highlighted bars and plots
first). For all other bars that are on display but not highlighted, the

probability that users read them before query 𝑖 is again 50%. Hence,
Í
Í
we add the terms 𝑗 𝑑𝑖 · 𝑑 𝑗 · 𝑐 𝐵 /2 and 𝑗,𝑘 𝑑𝑖 · 𝑝 𝑘𝑗 · (1 − 𝑠 𝑘𝑗 ) · 𝑐 𝑃 /2 to
𝐸 1 (accounting for the cost of reading other, non-highlighted bars
and their associated plots).

5.4

Incremental Optimization

As we will see in more detail in Section 9, optimization can take
non-negligible amounts of time. To reduce latency, MUVE supports
incremental optimization for the integer programming approach.
Here, optimization time is divided into short sequences. The 𝑖-th
sequence has duration 𝑘 · 𝑏𝑖 for appropriately chosen constants 𝑘
and 𝑏, i.e., MUVE uses an exponentially increasing timeout scheme
(to reduce overheads associated with restarting optimization). After
each optimization sequence, the resulting visualization is generated
and shown to the user. Hence, users can see a first visualization
early. We analyze in Section 9.5 whether this approach increases
user satisfaction.

6

The latter assumption seems realistic. If the correct query is
missing, users must ask a new voice query which takes significant
amounts of time. This assumption implies the following.
Lemma 1. Cost savings are non-decreasing in the set of plots.
Proof. Denote by 𝛿𝑟 𝑅 and 𝛿𝑟𝑉 the change in probability, after
adding a plot, of having the correct result highlighted or visualized.
Denote by Δ𝐷𝑅 and Δ𝐷𝑉 the changes in plot reading costs. Of
course, it is Δ𝐷𝑅 ≤ 𝐷𝑅 and Δ𝐷𝑉 ≤ 𝐷𝑉 . Hence, the total change to
the cost savings function is at least (𝛿𝑟 𝑅 +𝛿𝑟𝑉 )·(𝐷 𝑀 −max(𝐷𝑉 , 𝐷𝑅 ))
which is positive due to Assumption 1.
□
Next, we show that cost savings have diminishing returns. First,
we define this property formally.
Definition 7. A set function 𝑓 : 𝑆 ↦→ R is submodular if the
following holds. If adding an element 𝑠 ∈ 𝑆 to two sets 𝑆 1 ⊆ 𝑆 2 ⊆ 𝑆
then 𝑓 (𝑆 1 ∪ {𝑠}) − 𝑓 (𝑆 1 ) ≥ 𝑓 (𝑆 2 ∪ {𝑠}) − 𝑓 (𝑆 2 ).

GREEDY SOLVER

We present a fast, greedy optimization algorithm as an alternative
to the integer programming approach.

6.1

Assumption 1. Cost components 𝐷𝑅 and 𝐷𝑉 , denoting cost of
reading highlighted and non-highlighted results respectively, are
smaller than the cost 𝐷 𝑀 of a miss (i.e., 𝐷𝑅 < 𝐷 𝑀 and 𝐷𝑉 < 𝐷 𝑀 ).

Problem Analysis

For the following analysis, we consider the cost model presented in
Section 4. This model approximates user disambiguation time by the
formula 𝑟 𝑅 · 𝐷𝑅 +𝑟𝑉 · 𝐷𝑉 +𝑟 𝑀 · 𝐷 𝑀 (𝑟 𝑅 , 𝑟𝑉 , and 𝑟 𝑀 are probabilities
of highlighting, displaying, or missing the correct query, 𝐷𝑅 , 𝐷𝑉 ,
and 𝐷 𝑀 the associated cost of doing so).
The following theorem is useful to restrict the search space for
coloring choices in the multiplot. For its proof, we assume that all
bars considered for highlighting are non-redundant (i.e., no other
plot within the same multiplot is showing the same result).
Theorem 2. Each plot in an optimal multiplot highlights results
of the 𝑘 most likely queries in it (for some 𝑘 ∈ N).
Proof. We conduct a proof by contradiction. Assume one plot in
the optimal multiplot shows results for two queries, 𝑞 1 and 𝑞 2 with
probabilities 𝑟 1 and 𝑟 2 . Assume the result of 𝑞 1 is highlighted but not
the one for 𝑞 2 and that 𝑟 1 < 𝑟 2 . We use 𝛿 = 𝑟 2 − 𝑟 1 in the following.
Assume we “swap” the coloring of 𝑞 1 and 𝑞 2 (i.e., 𝑞 2 is highlighted
but not 𝑞 1 ). The terms in our cost formula will change as follows.
The total number of highlighted and non-highlighted bars and plots
do not change. Hence, 𝐷𝑅 and 𝐷𝑉 (which only depend on the latter)
do not change either. On the other side, 𝑟 𝑅 increases by 𝛿 while 𝑟𝑉
decreases by 𝛿. Hence, overall cost changes by 𝛿 · 𝐷𝑅 − 𝛿 · 𝐷𝑉 . It is
𝐷𝑉 ≥ 𝐷𝑅 (since 𝐷𝑉 = 2·𝐷𝑅 + (𝑏 −𝑏𝑅 ) ·𝑐 𝐵 /2+ (𝑝 −𝑝𝑅 ) ·𝑐 𝑃 /2). Hence,
as 𝛿 > 0, overall cost cannot increase by that change. Therefore,
the initial plot was not optimal, contradicting our assumption. □
Next, we analyze cost savings by adding plots.
Definition 6. Cost savings of a multiplot 𝑀 is the difference in
cost between an empty multiplot and 𝑀, according to our cost model
(i.e., C(∅) − C(𝑀) where C(𝑀) denotes cost of a set of plots).
We make the following assumption.
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We analyze cost savings with regards to submodularity. We
assume that 𝐶𝑀 , the cost of not showing the correct query, is larger
than either 𝐷𝑅 (cost for reading highlighted bars and plots) or 𝐷𝑉
(cost for reading non-highlighted bars and plots).
Theorem 3. Disambiguation cost savings are sub-modular as a
function of the set of selected plots.
Proof. Consider a multiplot showing plots 𝑃1 and another one
showing plots 𝑃 2 . Further, assume that 𝑃1 ⊆ 𝑃2 (i.e., the second multiplot contains a superset of plots, compared the the first one). Now,
assume we add the same plot 𝑝 to both, 𝑃1 and 𝑃2 . We will analyze
the relative change in cost savings. Denote by Δ𝑄𝑉 (𝑝, 𝑃) the set of
queries whose results are visualized (but not highlighted) in a newly
added plot 𝑝 but not in any of the plots in 𝑃. Denote by Δ𝑄 𝑅 (𝑝, 𝑃)
the set of newly added query results that are highlighted. Now, we
can express changes to different elements of the cost formula as
Í
follows. It is 𝛿𝑟 𝑅 = 𝑞 ∈Δ𝑄 𝑅 (𝑝,𝑃 ) Pr(𝑞) (where Pr(𝑞) denotes the
Í
likelihood of query candidate 𝑞) and 𝛿𝑟𝑉 = 𝑞 ∈Δ𝑄𝑉 (𝑝,𝑃 ) Pr(𝑞). At
the same time, it is 𝛿𝑟 𝑀 = −(𝛿𝑟 𝑅 + 𝛿𝑟𝑉 ) (since all queries that are
not highlighted or visualized must be missing).
Next, we compare the changes by adding 𝑝 to 𝑃 1 and 𝑃 2 . We
use superscript 1 (e.g., 𝛿𝑏𝑅1 ) to denote parameters related to 𝑃 1 and
superscript 2 for 𝑃2 . The number of added bars and plots does not
depend on which plots are already present. Hence, the change in
reading cost for highlighted (Δ𝐷𝑅 ) and non-highlighted components (Δ𝐷𝑉 ) does not depend on prior plots either. When adding 𝑝
to 𝑃𝑖 , the change in cost savings can be expressed as Δ𝐶 𝑖 = 𝐷 𝑀 ·
(𝛿𝑟 𝑅𝑖 +𝛿𝑟𝑉𝑖 ) −𝛿𝑟 𝑅𝑖 ·𝐷𝑅𝑖 −Δ𝐷𝑅 · (𝑟 𝑅𝑖 +𝛿𝑟 𝑅𝑖 ) −𝛿𝑟𝑉𝑖 ·𝐷𝑉𝑖 −Δ𝐷𝑉 · (𝑟𝑉𝑖 +𝛿𝑟𝑉𝑖 ).
Equivalently, it is Δ𝐶 𝑖 = 𝛿𝑟 𝑅𝑖 · (𝐷 𝑀 − 𝐷𝑅𝑖 − Δ𝐷𝑅 ) +𝛿𝑟𝑉𝑖 · (𝐷 𝑀 − 𝐷𝑉𝑖 −
Δ𝐷𝑉 ) − 𝑟 𝑅𝑖 · Δ𝐷𝑅 − 𝑟𝑉𝑖 · Δ𝐷𝑉 . However, it is 𝑟 𝑅2 ≥ 𝑟 𝑅1 and 𝑟𝑉2 ≥ 𝑟𝑉1
(since 𝑃2 visualizes a superset of highlighted and non-highlighted
results, compared to 𝑃1 ). Also, it is 𝐷𝑅2 ≥ 𝐷𝑅1 and 𝐷𝑉2 ≥ 𝐷𝑉1 (since
reading cost is monotone in the number of bars and plots). We
have 𝛿𝑟 𝑅1 ≥ 𝛿𝑟 𝑅1 and 𝛿𝑟𝑉1 ≥ 𝛿𝑟𝑉2 . At the same time, we assume that
𝐷 𝑀 > 𝐷𝑅𝑖 + Δ𝐷𝑅 and 𝐷 𝑀 > 𝐷𝑉𝑖 + Δ𝐷𝑉 (Assumption 1). Hence, it
is Δ𝐶 1 ≥ Δ𝐶 2 , proving sub-modularity.
□

Algorithm 1 Greedy algorithm for multiplot selection.
1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:
9:
10:
11:
12:
13:
14:

Algorithm 3 Highlight likely query results in plots.

// Greedily generates multi-plot with 𝑛 rows for screen width 𝑤
// covering results for query candidates 𝑄.
function GreedyViz(𝑄, 𝑛, 𝑤)
// Generate uncolored plot candidates
𝑃 ←PlotCandidates(𝑄, 𝑤)
// Try different highlighting options
𝐶 ←AddColors(𝑃 )
// Select plots for multiplot
𝑀 ←PickPlots(𝑄, 𝑛, 𝑤, 𝐶)
// Final cleanup of multiplot
𝐹 ←Finalize(𝑀)
// Return generated multiplot
return 𝐹
end function

1: // Generate colored versions of uncolored plots 𝑃 .
2: function AddColors(𝑃 )
3:
𝐶←∅
4:
// Iterate over uncolored plots
5:
for 𝑝 ∈ 𝑃 do
6:
// Iterate over sets of likely queries
7:
for 𝑆 ⊆ 𝑝.𝑄 : 𝑠 ∈ 𝑆, 𝑞 ∈ 𝑝.𝑄 \ 𝑆 : Pr(𝑞) > Pr(𝑠) do
8:
// Add plot version with highlighted results
9:
𝐶 ← 𝐶 ∪ {ColorPlot(𝑝, 𝑆)}
10:
end for
11:
end for
12:
return 𝐶
13: end function

Algorithm 2 Generate set of plot candidates.
1: // Given queries 𝑄 with probabilities, returns plot candidates.
2: function PlotCandidates(𝑄)
3:
// Group queries by template
4:
𝑇 =∅
5:
// Iterate over candidate queries
6:
for 𝑞 ∈ 𝑄 do
7:
// Iterate over associated templates
8:
for 𝑡 ∈ T (𝑞) do
9:
𝑇 (𝑡 ) ← 𝑇 (𝑡 ) ∪ {𝑞 }
10:
end for
11:
end for
12:
// Generate plots for query groups
13:
𝑃←∅
14:
// Iterate over templates with queries
15:
for ⟨𝑡, 𝑄𝑡 ⟩ ∈ 𝑇 do
16:
// Iterate over subsets of likely queries
17:
for 𝑆 ⊆ 𝑄𝑡 : 𝑠 ∈ 𝑆, 𝑞 ∈ 𝑄𝑡 \ 𝑆 : Pr(𝑞) > Pr(𝑠) do
18:
𝑃 ← 𝑃 ∪ { P (𝑆) }
19:
end for
20:
end for
21:
return 𝑃
22: end function

6.2

Greedy Algorithm

Algorithm 1 is the main function of our greedy algorithm. As input,
it receives a set of candidate queries 𝑄 with associated probabilities,
the number of multiplot rows, 𝑛, and the screen width 𝑤. The output
is a greedily constructed multiplot (i.e., plots with assigned rows).
The algorithm executes four phases that are discussed in more
detail in the following. First, it generates a set of candidate plots
without highlighting. Those plots are characterized by the set of
queries for which results are shown. Second, for each candidate
plot, the algorithm generates multiple versions that differ by the
subset of results that are highlighted. Those plots, characterized by
a set of queries on display and by a subset of queries highlighted,
form the basic building blocks of the multiplot. Typically, screen
resolution is too limited to show all candidate plots at once. Hence,
in a third step, Algorithm 1 picks a subset of plots to show. Finally,
the algorithm “polishes” the multiplot, as explained later, to obtain
the final version. Next, we discuss those four steps in more detail.
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Algorithm 2 implements the first step (generating a set of candidate plots). As input, it obtains a set of candidate queries 𝑄 with
associated probabilities. The output is a set of candidate plots (without highlighting). All queries within the same plot must instantiate
a common query template. This template forms the title of the plot,
while query-specific substitutions of placeholders form entries on
the x-axis.
First, Algorithm 2 groups queries according to their query templates. Each query may instantiate multiple templates. More precisely, we obtain possible templates for a query by replacing constants or operators within a query with placeholders. For a given
query, we introduce placeholders for a limited number of elements.
Function T (𝑞) denotes the templates derived for a query 𝑞. We
maintain a set of associated queries for each template (denoted by
𝑇 (𝑡) in Algorithm 2) that is updated while iterating over all queries.
Next, we generate multiple plots for each template with associated queries (we equivalently use 𝑇 as function as well as a set
of ⟨𝑘𝑒𝑦, 𝑣𝑎𝑙𝑢𝑒⟩ pairs in the pseudo-code). For each template, we
iterate over subsets of the most likely queries. Hence, we assume
that, given space constraints, we prefer adding more likely queries.
This is a heuristic as it neglects interactions with other selected
plots. The resulting plot candidates are returned.
Algorithm 3 generates multiple colored versions for each plot
candidate. We have proven in Theorem 2 that plots coloring the 𝑘
most likely queries lead to an optimal solution. Hence, Algorithm 3
generates plot versions by highlighting the 𝑘 most likely queries
(considering different values of 𝑘).
Given candidate plots with highlighting, we must select a subset
that is compatible with the screen dimensions. Theorem 3 demonstrates that cost savings are submodular in the set of selected plots.
Hence, we use greedy algorithms from the domain of submodular
maximization. Algorithm 4 describes a variant exploiting greedy algorithms for maximizing monotone, submodular functions, subject
to multi-dimensional knapsack constraints (e.g., Yu et al. [42] propose a corresponding algorithm). Algorithm 4 transforms multiplot
selection into submodular maximization as follows. It generates a
set of items where each item is associated with the combination of a
plot candidate and a multiplot row. Each row forms one dimension
of the corresponding knapsack problem. Given an item representing a specific plot in a specific row 𝑟 , the associated weight is zero
for each dimension except for the one associated with row 𝑟 (and
weight is proportional to the plot width). Weight bounds are defined

Algorithm 4 Select subsets of plots for multiplot.
1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:
9:
10:
11:
12:
13:
14:
15:

Theorem 4. The greedy algorithm achieves cost savings within
𝑂 (1/(1+2·𝑟 )−𝜀) of the optimum, relative to the initial plot candidates.

// Given queries 𝑄, number of rows 𝑛, screen width 𝑤,
// colored plot candidates 𝐶, pick plots for multiplot.
function PickPlots(𝑄, 𝑛, 𝑤, 𝐶)
// Generate plot-row combinations
𝐼←∅
// Iterate over colored plots
for 𝑝 ∈ 𝐶 do
// Iterate over multiplot rows
for 𝑟 ∈ 1, . . . , 𝑛 do
𝐼 ← 𝐼 ∪ { ⟨𝑝, 𝑟, 𝑝.𝑤𝑖𝑑𝑡ℎ · 𝑒®𝑟 ⟩ }
end for
end for
// Submodular maximization under constraints
return 𝑀 ← arg max𝑀 ⊆𝐼 C ( ∅) − C (𝑀) s.t. F (𝑀, 𝑤)
end function

...

...

Proof. Algorithm 1 only considers a limited number of possibilities to highlight results in each plot. However, based on Theorem 2,
the optimal solution is among them. Cost savings are sub-modular
(see Theorem 3) and monotone under Assumption 1 (according to
Lemma 1). Hence, the postulated guarantees derive directly from
the guarantees offered by Yu et al. [42] (setting 𝑟 instead of 𝑑 in
their equations).
□
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Theorem 5. Multiplot selection is NP-hard.

...

Figure 4: The greedy algorithm generates candidate plots,
highlights results of likely queries, selects a near-optimal
plot subset, and finally removes redundant query results.

by the screen width (predicate F , used in Algorithm 4, is satisfied if
and only if multiplot 𝑀 is compatible with the screen dimensions).
The function to maximize is cost savings, comparing cost of an
empty multiplot to the ones of the current selection (represented
as C(∅) − C(𝑀) in the pseudo-code).
As a variant of the algorithm presented so far, we can fix the
width of generated plot candidates. Then, the multidimensional
knapsack constraint reduces to one single cardinality constraint
(i.e., we limit the number of plots to select). Then, algorithms for
cardinality-constrained, submodular maximization (e.g., the classical algorithm by Nemhauser [21]) can be used for picking plots.
Finally, we “polish” the multiplot resulting from the previous
step (pseudo-code omitted). Here, we remove redundant results
that appear in multiple plots. After removing a (redundant) result
from a plot, we try to fill the resulting gap with the most likely,
non-redundant query that fits into the corresponding plot. Figure 4
illustrates the four steps of the greedy algorithm.

6.3

COMPLEXITY ANALYSIS

First, we analyze the complexity of multiplot selection.

Output Quality Analysis

We heuristically generate plot candidates by selecting the most
likely queries from each query group. Relative to the best multiplot
that can be constructed from those components, the greedy algorithm achieves the following guarantee (we assume that plots are
picked using the algorithm by Yu et al. [42]).
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Proof. Consider an instance of the knapsack problem, defined
by a set 𝐼 of items with weights 𝑏𝑖 and utility 𝑢𝑖 (𝑖 ∈ 𝐼 ), as well as a
a weight bound 𝐵. We reduce to multiplot selection in polynomial
time. For each item 𝑖, we introduce a plot 𝑝𝑖 with one associated
query candidate 𝑞𝑖 (i.e., the query can be shown in that plot but in
no other plots). We set the width of each plot with its bar, 𝑊𝑖 + 1,
proportional to 𝑏𝑖 , the screen width 𝑊 proportional to 𝐵. We set
the probability of 𝑞𝑖 , 𝑟𝑖 , proportional to 𝑢𝑖 . We assume that the cost
of reading bars and plots is negligible (i.e., 𝑐 𝐵 = 𝑐 𝑃 = 0). We set
the cost of a missing result, 𝐷 𝑀 , to one. No bars are highlighted.
Therefore, the probability that the correct bar is highlighted is zero
(𝑟 𝑅 = 0). The probability to display the correct result is the sum of
probabilities 𝑟𝑖 (summing over query results shown in the selected
plots). The optimal solution maximizes the probability sum, given
width constraints. This is equivalent to maximizing the utility sum
under weight constraints for the original knapsack instance.
□
Next, we analyze complexity of the proposed algorithms. We
denote by 𝑛𝑞 the number of queries, by 𝑛𝑟 the number of rows,
and by 𝑛𝑝 the number of candidate plots. For the ILP approach,
we analyze how the ILP problem size evolves as a function of the
multiplot selection instance.
Theorem 6. The number of ILP variables for multiplot selection is
in 𝑂 (𝑛𝑝 · 𝑛𝑞 · 𝑛𝑟 + 𝑛𝑞 · (𝑛𝑞 + 𝑛𝑝 )).
𝑘 and ℎ𝑘 reference combinations
Proof. Decision variables 𝑞𝑖,𝑗
𝑖,𝑗
of plots, queries, and rows. Their number is in 𝑂 (𝑛𝑝 · 𝑛𝑞 · 𝑛𝑟 ). We
also introduce auxiliary variables, representing the product of two
decision variables, for each combination of queries or queries and
plots (i.e., 𝑂 (𝑛𝑞 · (𝑛𝑞 + 𝑛𝑝 ))).
□

Theorem 7. The number of constraints for multiplot selection is
in 𝑂 (𝑛𝑝 · 𝑛𝑞 · 𝑛𝑟 + 𝑛𝑞 · (𝑛𝑞 + 𝑛𝑝 )).
𝑘
Proof. We introduce constraints for each decision variable 𝑞𝑖,𝑗
representing combinations of queries, plots, and rows. We introduce
constraints for auxiliary variables connecting query pairs.
□

Finally, we analyze time complexity of the greedy algorithm
from Section 6. We assume that the algorithm for submodular maximization by Yu et al. [42] is used internally. In addition to the
previous notations, we use 𝑊 to denote the horizontal screen resolution (measured as the number of bars) and 𝜀 denotes the tuning

parameter used to trade optimality for optimization time during
submodular optimization.
Theorem 8. Greedy multiplot selection has time complexity in
𝑂 ((𝑛𝑞 · 𝑛𝑝 · (log𝑊 )/𝜀).

...

Proof. Algorithm 2 iterates over combinations of queries and
query templates, i.e. the number of steps is in 𝑂 (𝑛𝑞 · 𝑛𝑝 ) (since 𝑛𝑝
restricts the number of plots and, equivalently, query templates).
Algorithm 3 may generate up to 𝑂 (𝑛𝑞 ) colored versions for each uncolored plot. Its complexity is therefore in 𝐼 (𝑛𝑞 · 𝑛𝑝 ). The algorithm
by Yu et al. has a complexity of 𝑂 (log𝑊 /𝜀) per input element
and iterates once over the input [42]. Hence, the complexity of
Algorithm 4 is in 𝑂 (𝑛𝑞 · 𝑛𝑝 · (log𝑊 )/𝜀). Post-processing can be
implemented by iterating at most twice over all combinations of
plots and queries (with a complexity in 𝑂 (𝑛𝑞 · 𝑛𝑝 )).
□

8

QUERY PROCESSING OVERHEADS

MUVE considers different interpretation of a voice input query.
To show results for them in a multiplot, it must first process the
associated queries. This creates additional processing overheads,
compared to executing only the most likely query. Next, we discuss
several mechanisms by which MUVE reduces those overheads.

8.1

Query Merging

MUVE processes multiple queries that are all possible interpretations of the same voice input. Those queries tend to be similar,
creating opportunities to share processing tasks between them.
For a given multiplot, MUVE generally considers merging similar
queries before query processing starts. More precisely, it merges
queries on the same table with similar predicates. For instance,
it replaces multiple equality predicates on the same column by a
corresponding IN condition while adding result columns for each
aggregate of the merged queries. To decide whether to merge, we
use the cost model of the Postgres optimizer (which is used for
data processing in the current MUVE version). Our current implementation does not support merging for more complex queries
(e.g. queries with sub-queries). Existing techniques from the area
of multiple query optimization [4, 27, 39] could be used to expand
the scope of query merging.
In addition, MUVE can already consider processing costs and
merging opportunities when selecting plots. For instance, among
several multiplots with similar cost estimates according to the user
cost model, MUVE can select one minimizing (estimated) processing
overheads. Alternatively, MUVE can select plots under constraints
on added processing overheads, compared to executing the most
likely query alone.
MUVE supports this more proactive approach via its integer
programming based solver. MUVE compares candidate queries to
find out which of them could be merged into a single query. We
introduce binary variables of the form 𝑔𝑖 for each of those groups of
queries. Those variables indicate whether the corresponding query
group is processed (𝑔𝑖 = 1) or not. For each query, there may be
multiple associated processing groups. We impose constraints of the
Í
form 𝑞𝑖 ≤ 𝑗 ∈𝐺 (𝑖) 𝑔 𝑗 to ensure that queries can only be selected for
the multiplot if at least one of their associated groups is processed.
Here, 𝑞𝑖 indicates whether the 𝑖-th query is shown in the multiplot
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Figure 5: Overview of different processing methods.
and 𝐺 (𝑖) denotes indices of all groups such that processing the
group yields a result for query 𝑖. We obtain processing cost estimates
for query groups via the Postgres explain statement. Now, we can
estimate processing overheads by summing up groups, weighted
Í
by their processing cost estimates (i.e., the sum 𝑖 𝑔𝑖 · 𝑐𝑖 represents
processing costs with 𝑐𝑖 representing overheads for each group).

8.2

Progressive Presentation

We can reduce the impact of large processing overheads (rather than
processing overheads themselves) by showing users visualizations
of partial results early. We demonstrate that this approach can
increase user satisfaction in Section 9.5.
In our scenario, partial results can be defined in two ways. First,
a partial result may contain a subset of plots. Second, a partial result
may contain approximate results for all plots in the multiplot. The
first kind of partial results requires generating a subset of plots
(and processing the associated queries). The second kind requires
processing a data sample.
MUVE supports both strategies. The first strategy, called incremental plotting in the following, generates single plots sequentially. After each newly generated plot, the visualization is updated.
Hence, users see plots appear sequentially on the screen (and may
thereby obtain the result for the correct query even before the entire
multiplot is generated). The second strategy, called approximate
processing in the following, presents results for a data sample first.
While users consider the approximate visualization, processing continues in the background on the full data set. The visualization is
updated once the precise result is available. Figure 5 illustrates the
different processing methods. It includes default processing (visualization after all queries are processed) and incremental optimization,
described in more detail in Section 5.4.

9

EXPERIMENTAL EVALUATION

We evaluate the proposed methods experimentally.

9.1

Experimental Setup

All algorithms are implemented in Java 1.8. We run queries on the
Postgres database system (version 13.1). We used Gurobi version
9 as integer programming solver, implementing the ILP described
in Section 53 . For the following experiments, we use four data sets.
3 For

ease of exposition, we use slightly different auxiliary variables in Section 5,
compared to our actual implementation. The asymptotic number of variables and
constraints is however equivalent.
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The first one contains contacts for advertisement, provided by a
partner in industry. The second one contains data of the department
of buildings in NYC (DOB)4 . The third one contains data describing
NYC’s 311 service requests5 . Finally, we use a data set on flight
delays6 , the largest one with a size of 10 GB. All of the following
experiments are executed on a MacBook Pro with Intel Core i9
2.9 GHz CPU and 32 GB of main memory, running MacOS 10.15.7.
We show 95% confidence bounds for all plots showing arithmetic
averages in the following (confidence bounds are not applicable for
plots showing counts and ratios).

9.2

1

Execution (ms)

10−1

·104
2

Visualization Planning

We compare the greedy planner (described in Section 6) against the
integer programming approach (described in Section 5). For each
of our three data sets and each setting of the parameters we vary in
the following, we generate 100 aggregation queries, randomly generating up to five equality predicates by randomly picking columns
and constants. Then, we search for phonetically similar queries
and plan a multiplot for the resulting candidates. We vary the number of candidate queries considered, the number of multiplot rows,
and the number of pixels. For the latter parameter, we consider
common screen resolutions, ranging from phones over tablets to
typical computer screens. We use one row, 20 candidate queries,
and a resolution of the iPhone as defaults. We set a timeout of one
second for all compared approaches (as we target interactive data
analysis). We measure optimization time, the ratio of timeouts, as
well as the delta between cost of the proposed solutions, according
to our cost model (the cost unit is estimated milliseconds of user
disambiguation time).
Figure 6 shows results for the 311 service request data set. Clearly,
the greedy algorithm is significantly faster and does not incur
4 https://data.cityofnewyork.us/Housing-Development/DOB-Job-Application-

Filings/ic3t-wcy2
5 https://data.cityofnewyork.us/Social-Services/311-Service-Requests-from-2010-toPresent/erm2-nwe9
6 http://stat-computing.org/dataexpo/2009/
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Figure 8: Disambiguation cost versus processing cost when
varying processing cost bound.
any timeouts. Integer programming, on the other side, generates
better solutions over a range of scenarios. As the ratio of timeouts
increases, the solutions of the greedy algorithm become preferable.
Scalability is particularly limited in the number of rows. Already for
three rows, the ratio of timeouts reaches nearly 100%. Note that, in
case of a timeout, the ILP approach still produces a solution (which
is however not guaranteed to be optimal anymore). On the other
side, the ILP approach seems to scale quite well in the number of
query candidates. Results for the other two data sets show the same
tendencies and can be found in the extended technical report [40].
Altogether, ILP generates better multiplots for problems of relatively small dimensions. ILP scales quite well in the number of
query predicates but less well in the number of rows. For larger
problem instances, the greedy algorithm becomes preferable in
terms of run time as well as in terms of solution quality.

9.3

Processing Cost

MUVE tends to execute many similar queries to cover alternative
interpretations of the user’s voice input. MUVE tries to reduce
processing overheads by merging similar queries for execution, as
opposed to executing them in separation. We performed a microbenchmark using our largest data set (DOB with a size of 1 GB). We
generated 10 queries randomly and retrieved the 50 phonetically
most similar candidate queries for each of them. We executed those
50 queries once separately and once merged together. Figure 7
shows corresponding average results. Clearly, merging queries can
reduce query processing overheads significantly.
Next, we analyze possibilities to influence processing overheads
during visualization planning. We presented an extension of the ILP

𝜃 =2000 ms

0
50 100 0
50 100 0
50 100
Data Size (%) Data Size (%) Data Size (%)
Inc-Plot
ILP
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ILP-Inc

Figure 9: Non-interactive queries for presentation methods
under different thresholds (𝜃 ) when varying data size.
approach that allows taking into account processing overheads. We
can set a constraint on the added overheads of processing multiple
query interpretations (as opposed to only the most likely one). In
Figure 8 we vary that constraint and compare against the other
planning approaches (“ILP(D-Cost)” and the greedy algorithm only
consider user disambiguation cost). Each data point in Figure 8 represents an arithmetic average over 10 randomly generated queries
(we set a resolution of 900 pixels).
First, we observe that tightening the constraint can indeed reduce execution costs by around 35.7%. This shows that MUVE can
effectively limit overheads by multi-query execution. On the other
side, disambiguation costs increase, the more visualization planning is restricted by processing cost considerations. Interestingly,
optimization time increases as well for the processing-cost aware
ILP approach. Tight processing cost constraints restrict the search
space significantly, thereby making it easier to explore it.

9.4
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Figure 10: Relative error of initial multiplot for approximate
processing methods.
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versus total multiplot generation time (T-Time).
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Scaling Up Data Size

We test scalability of all proposed methods in the data size. We
use samples from the data set on flight delays, scaling up sample
size up to the full size of 10 GB. We generate queries by randomly
selecting one aggregation column and one equality predicate (i.e.,
a random column and a random value with uniform distribution).
As candidates, we use the 20 most similar queries according to
our matching method. Figure 9 links combined optimization and
processing time to the data size. The x-axis shows data size (as
percentage of the full data size) while the y-axis shows the ratio of
test cases (of 100 test cases per data point) for which the specified
time threshold 𝜃 was reached. We use multiple values for 𝜃 .
We compare the following baselines. Greedy is the default approach (i.e., one single visualization is generated) with greedy optimization and reactive query merging. ILP is the default approach
with ILP optimization, integrating processing cost into the optimization objective to favor multiplots with low estimated processing
overheads among the ones minimizing the user cost model. ILP-Inc
is the ILP approach with incremental optimization with 𝑘 = 62.5𝑚𝑠
and 𝑏 = 2 (see Section 5.4). Inc-Plot visualizes plots incrementally
(see Section 8.2 while App visualizes an approximation first. App1% and App-5% visualize results for a fixed sample size of 1% and 5%
respectively. App-D dynamically estimates the sample size to use
in order to meet the current interactivity threshold. For all methods
generating a sequence of visualizations, we report time until the
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DOB

Figure 12: Average disambiguation time for users with
MUVE, compared to baseline.

correct query results becomes visible (at least as an approximation)
in Figure 9. The result quality, according to our user disambiguation
cost model, was near-optimal for all compared methods (cost within
0.9% of the minimum for each test case).
Clearly, the ratio of test cases for which the interactivity threshold was reached increases for increasing data sizes and decreases
with increasing threshold 𝜃 . While incremental plot visualization
improves slightly over the other methods, only approximation can
meet interactivity thresholds for large data sets.
Figure 10 analyzes relative error (average over all test cases) of
the initial visualization for approximate processing. Clearly, the
error is limited in particular for large data sizes. Figure 11 compares
time until the correct result is shown first (F-Time) to time until
the final visualization is generated (T-Time). For small data sizes,
approximation increases T-Time noticeably. For large data sizes, the
effect is negligible. This can be explained by per-query overheads
that do not depend on data size (e.g., query parsing) but become
dominated as data size grows. ILP-Inc has highest overheads for
large data sizes as it implies repeated processing.
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Figure 13: Average rating for latency and clarity by users in
user study on small and large datasets.

9.5

User Studies

We conducted two user studies (both focused on comparing methods and therefore exempt from IRB requirements [3]). The majority of our participants are students outside of computer science
(thereby representative for non-experts who may benefit most from
natural language query interfaces). We assume that users issue
voice queries in the browser (a feature offered by Web sites such as
www.gooogle.com) via a desktop computer.
The first study compares MUVE (generating one multiplot via
greedy optimization) to a baseline. We used Zoom and recruited 10
participants, nine of them college students with four CS students.
Our baseline lets users resolve ambiguities by choosing correct
columns and constants via a drop down menu (showing likely alternatives), inspired by systems such as DataTone [7]. We measured
time after the voice query was processed and until the user verbally
reports the query result. Each user issued 30 queries, 10 on each of
the three aforementioned datasets, alternating between MUVE and
the baseline (half of participants started with MUVE). We specified
queries for users, generating each query by randomly selecting
column and value for one equality predicate and an aggregation
column. We discard the first 10 queries per participant (on the 311
request data) as warmup and report arithmetic averages for queries
on advertisement and DOB data in Figure 12. Clearly, visually identifying the desired result is faster than resolving ambiguities by
clicking buttons.
We conducted a second study comparing MUVE variants. We
recruited 10 graduate students, two of them in computer science. For
one large (flight delays) and one small (311 requests) data set, using
one randomly generated query with one predicate per data set, we
asked users to rate the approaches illustrated in Figure 5 on a scale
from one to ten. Users were shown all visualization variants for the
same query and data before submitting their rating. Figure 13 shows
arithmetic averages for “latency” as well as “clarity”. For latency,
user satisfaction clearly decreases for the default approach once data
size increases. Approximation receives statistically significantly
better ratings, compared to the default approach, for large data
sets. On the other side, the 95% confidence bounds overlap for all
approaches when it comes to clarity (while ILP-Inc has the lowest
average, likely due to a sequence of changing plots shown to the
user). Overall, approximation seems preferable for large data sets.
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RELATED WORK

Our work connects to prior work on natural language query interfaces [1, 17, 28]. Recently, advanced natural language processing
processing methods, exploiting for instance sequence-to-sequence
models [41, 45] or pre-trained language models [13, 16, 38], based
on the Transformer architecture [37], have enabled significant improvements for text-to-SQL benchmarks such as WikiSQL [45] or
SPIDER [43]. Nevertheless, text to query translation remains difficult [14] and subject to ambiguity. Voice-to-SQL interfaces [6,
19, 31, 35] exacerbate the problem due to noisy speech recognition. Prior work often requests additional input from users to
resolve ambiguities [5, 7, 17, 19, 30, 31]. We compare against a
corresponding baseline in our experiments. Other work aims at
reducing ambiguity by considering more information (e.g., query
logs [1]). Such approaches are complementary and can be combined with our approach (used to resolve remaining ambiguity
after pruning). More generally, our work connects to prior work
on visualization [15, 20, 22, 26, 33, 44], in particular work on visualization planning. However, our work differs by the goal of
visualization planning (covering alternative query interpretations
in voice query interfaces). To select multiplots, we propose a user
cost model, based on user studies. Hence, to a moderate degree,
our work connects to prior work studying human perception of
visualizations [9, 11, 12, 23]. Our primary research contribution is
however in the design and analysis of MUVE.

11

CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

We presented an approach to deal with ambiguities in voice querying via multiplot visualizations. Our current implementation supports simple aggregation queries that yield a single number as
result. Queries with multiple result rows and up to two numerical
result columns (e.g., time series) could be plotted as lines or scatter
plots. For more than two result columns per query, our visualization
method would have to change fundamentally. We do not consider
queries with entirely non-numerical results as they are typically not
supported by data visualization tools. Our methods for visualization
planning (Sections 5 and 6) and process optimization (Section 8)
abstract away from the concrete structure of query templates. However, they use information on which queries can overlap work (see
Section 8) or can be presented in the same plot (e.g., Section 5).
Determining this becomes harder for complex query templates (a
common problem with other areas [27]).
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